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MODEM DAUGHTIR 
BOARD FOR. 
PACKET TNC 
lntroducin the HA PN-7; developed by 
the Hami P ton and Area Packet Network 

acket radio has become incredibly 
popular since its introduction in 
1979. So popular, in fact, that many 

local-area networks are rendered nearly use- 
less as a result of peak-period congestion. 
There are two solutions to this problem- 
use more channels, and increase the baud 
rate. 

The Hamilton and Area Packet Network 
(HAPN) has a daughter board 4800-baud 
modem that plugs into many of today's 
TNCs, but still uses thesame radio equip- 
ment and channel bandwidth as 1200 baud. 

Background 
The HAPN-T 4800-baud modem is the 

third in a series of high-speed modems 
developed by HAPN. The modem was origi- 
nally conceived by Ken Smith, VE3HWB, 
and Glenn Simpson, VE3DSP? Glen Leinwe- 
ber, VE3DNL, and John Vanden Berg, 
VE3DVV, built a practical modem based on 
their design. 

The first version of the 4800-baud 
modem was designed for external stand- 
alone use with TNCs like the VADCG 
TNC + . The modem proved to be a great 
success and a second version, which could 
be constructed on the prototype area of the 
HAPN-1 packet-radio adapter, was 
developed? 

Finally, the HAPN-T modem was 
introduced. This modem takes advantage of 
the accessory modem headers on many 
TNC circuit boards, into which a daughter 
board modem can be plugged. 

Why 4800 baud? 
The transmission of packets at 4800 baud 

(or more correctly, 4800 bits per second) 
rather than 1200 baud has certain advan- 
tages. Most importantly, a given amount of 
data can be sent in a quarter of the time? 
The HAPN-T has a very fast built-in 
squelch circuit, which substantially reduces 
the carrier-detect and turnaround times. 
Although the dynamics of channel use can 
be quite complex, much more data can be 
passed over a channel at 4800 baud than at 
1200 baud. If the modem is inexpensive and 
requires no special RF equipment, this can 
be an attractive way to accommodate many 
more users on the packet channels. 

HAPN-T features 
The HAPN-T modem (shown in Photo A) 

consists of a small printed circuit board that 
plugs into the 20-pin header ori many of 

*Actually, because of  the various overheads associated with packet radio. 
the difference is a bit less than four times. 
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